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Abstract
This paper evaluates the performance of Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)
based Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) virtual private network (VPN)
in a small to medium sized organization. The demand for security in data
networks has been increasing owing to the high cyber attacks and potential
risks associated with networks spread over distant geographical locations. The
MPLS networks ride on the public network backbone that is porous and highly
susceptible to attacks and so the need for reliable security mechanisms to be
part of the deployment plan. The evaluation criteria concentrated on Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and Video conferencing with keen interest in
jitter, end to end delivery and general data flow. This study used both structured questionnaire and observation methods. The structured questionnaire
was administered to a group of 70 VPN users in a company. This provided
the study with precise responses. The observation method was used in data
simulations using OPNET Version 14.5 Simulation software. The results show
that the IPSec features increase the size of data packets by approximately
9.98% translating into approximately 90.02% effectiveness. The tests showed
that the performance metrics are all well within the recommended standards.
The IPSec Based MPLS Virtual private network is more stable and secure
than one without IPSec.
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1. Introduction
There has been noticeable increase in organisations seeking to smartly integrate
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their business operations through various technological methods in Zambia. The
preliminary survey shows that most of businesses have presence in all provinces
of Zambia owing to the growth of business and technological space. The increased business space calls for a robust system to integrate inter branch operations in the quest to improve service delivery and attain market competitive
edge.
This work seeks to evaluate the layer 3 Virtual Private Network with emphasis
on Internet Protocol Security based Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS). [1],
informs that MPLS technology is a modern core technology for most provider
networks. Therefore the Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) seeks to immunize
the network data packets from unauthorized access [2].
[3], conducted a study on the factors impacting the performance of data transferred through Virtual Private Network (VPN). The study indicated that most
Information Technology managers and executives preferred the use of IPSec for
site to site VPN. The internet bandwidth utilization, format of data and compressibility were also highlighted as the critical factors that affects data transfer
performance in VPN implementation. [4], evaluated the impact of tunnel layer
of IP, MPLS, MPLS VPN, and MPLS IPsec VPN on realtime applications. The
evaluation criteria were based on jitter, latency, MOS score and loss rate and established that the IP network is affected by a high latency and a poor Mean Opinion Score. A study on Cloud based virtual private networks using IP tunneling
for remote site interfaces was conducted by Ogbu and others [5], suggested that
there is need for Internet Protocol (IP) technology in most organizations that
creates a secure tunnel through a less secure public network [6], observed that
header encapsulation increases the degradation in the flow of traffic and general
performances, however recommended the implementation of IPSec to enhance
security.
[7] studied the behavior of the core network equipment at the edge of the
multiprotocol label switching network. The authors identified the devices as label edge router and label switch router that forwards labels through multiprotocol label switching network. They sought to elaborate how the packet that gets
into the multiprotocol label switching network allocates labels through mapping
of the label table with Internet Protocol table. The allocated label at the ingress
label edge router was found to give the path information of the packet to get to
the destination while the egress label edge router creates labels switch path dynamically [8], in their study the authors aimed at enhancing VoIP security using
VPN (Virtual Private Network) technology. They developed an application using
Android to support VoIP using Linphone, OpenVPN, and Asterisk. The study was
effective and was able to generate anonymous packets. The study also showed
that that the simultaneous invocation of VPN did not negatively affect the overall calling quality. The experiment was also successful in security and packet encryption procedures [9], studied the implementation of the premium services for
MPLS IP VPNs. The authors provide that it is the Multiprotocol label switching
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that enables networks to manage network costs, and brings the network to operate in a single domain thereby increasing resources sharing and reduce business
operational costs. The MPLS technology guarantees traffic engineering and optimizes bandwidth usage achieved by virtual paths or routes creation between
two sites.
The above studies have provided insights on hardware and software, protocols, operationalization of the network and its relevance to business communication. This study compares the performance of MPLS VPN that uses IPSec
protocol against the performance of an MPLS VPN without IPSec protocol. It
basically articulates by evaluating the behaviour of MPLS data packets in a secure environment.

2. Methodology
The study used both quantitative and qualitative methods. It used structured
questionnaire and observation as data collection instruments. Simple and easy to
follow questions were structured in the questionnaire. The observations method
was used in the data simulations using the OPNET 14.5 simulation software and
the results were examined, recorded and presented accordingly. A selection of
protocols, hardware and software in the simulation software was done to make
the network as close as possible to the study area.

2.1. The Virtual Private Network
Virtual Private Network comprise of more than one autonomous network. The
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) provides for the smooth and safest way of inter-connecting geographically distant office locations. Although an organization
can opt to have expensive dedicated tele-commuincation lines between branch
offices, a VPN is the modern technology that brings about shared, cheaper, faster
and secure inter-branch communications. [10], has defined VPN as a private
data network that makes use of the public telecommunication infrastructure and
maintains data privacy through a set of predefined security authentication in the
VPN tunnel. Figure 1 below shows the VPN Topology.

2.2. Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
The MPLS is a Wide Area Networks (WAN) based technology developed by the

Source: Author.

Figure 1. VPN topology.
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Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [4]. It is deployed mainly in core or service provider networks. An MPLS VPN therefore can be said to be a VPN deployed based on the Internet Service Provider's cloud providing communication
tunnel between the customer sites [11]. As the data packet from the private or
customer network enters the public network, it is given a specific Forward Equivalency Class (FEC) which in return assigns a label and a specific route to the
destination host. The creation of the tunnel ensures that customer network is
protected from the public network [12].

2.3. Internet Protocol Security (IPSec)
Security generally is made up of three variables commonly known as security
triad. The security triad has Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability [13] [14],
observes that the MPLS IPSec VPN is well known for good security features that
are embedded in its architecture. [15] explain that the network layer is dominated by the Internet Protocol (IP). The IPSec protocol suites comprise of Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocols,
[16]. Security mechanisms include user authentication processes, data encryption and decryption, and tunnel creation. However, these security features are
said to reduce the efficiency of the network. According to [17], security features
cause delay and latency in the transmission process of the VPN packets. The IPSec features actually degrade the traffic flow as observed by [18]. Many authors
including [2] [3] [4] [18] argue that with the increase in computer attacks that
threaten data integrity and availability, it is now critically inevitable to have a
secured network infrastructure. The Virtual Private Network (VPN) technology
brings about this security aspect in the communication systems.

2.4. Performance Evaluation Methodology
The OPNET Modeller 14.5 Network simulator was used to simulate the IPSec
based MPLS VPN. Two scenarios were developed as follows:
1) Scenario 1 is on the MPLS VPN network without Internet Protocol Security
(IPSec).
2) Scenario 2 is on the MPLS VPN network with Internet Protocol Security
(IPSec).
Both scenarios had 68 VPN users configured on one autonomous network
while four (4) Servers were deployed on another i.e. VoIP, Video Conferencing,
HTTP/Email and Database Servers.
There are two autonomous sites involved in this study. The first site is Lusaka
and the second site is Kitwe which hosts all the servers and services. The Lusaka
site is running on Class “C” network addressing system with network address
192.168.20.0/24. On the other site, Kitwe is running on Class “A” network addressing system with the network address being 10.10.10.0/16.
The Workstations at Kitwe and Lusaka sites are configured to use 100 Base-T
cables that provide 100 MBPS to connect to the switch while all routers are
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2020.89009
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interlinked with 10 GBPS cable.
There are four (4) configured set of attributes in this study. These are Profile
Definition, Application Definition, IP_QoS definitions and MPLS definitions.
These sets of attributes were used to condition the VoIP and Video conferencing
traffic in the study. In Figure 2 below, the configuration of MPLS with IPSec
protocol is shown.

3. Results Analysis
The results analysis presents the results generated from the simulation activities.
There are two simulation results that are discussed in this part and these are
VoIP, Video Conferencing.

3.1. Voice over Internet Protocol Evaluation Criteria
The Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) was evaluated in the area of Jitter, Latency and Mean Opinion Score (MOS). Jitter in this regard means variation of
latency in a given space of time where latency represents the time required for
data traffic to move from source to destination or the sum of delays in the network, [4]. The Mean Opinion Score is the measure of the quality of the reproduction of speech.
3.1.1. Jitter
Figure 3 shows the Jitter in the data set produced by the simulation. The jitter
was uniform from the beginning up to about the 180th second. The variation is
seen improving in the MPLS_IPSec scenario more than in the MPLS without IPSec. The trend is observed improving towards negative numbers in MPLS_IPSec
scenario which translates into better jitter or within acceptable margins. The

Source: Author.

Figure 2. IPSec MPLS network configuration.
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routing process in the IPSec tunnel and the dual labeling methods in MPLS potentially brought about this difference in the two scenarios.
3.1.2. End-to-End Delay
In Figure 4 below, the VoIP end to end delay is presented which shows that the
two scenarios had a closer delay although the IPSec based was slightly higher.
The end to end packet simulation curve indicated that IPSec based MPLS was
on average slightly higher than the MPLS without IPSec arising from the encryption layer requirements of IPSec. However, we also note that the two scenarios
presented reliable delivery (below 120 ms) of packets from source to destination
on end to end delivery. Authors [18] [19] [20] provide that end to end delay
should not exceed 200 milliseconds while jitter is expected to be below 60 milliseconds. This is consistent with the ITU-T standard that requires voice to be below 200 milliseconds [21].
3.1.3. Mean Opinion Score
Figure 5 compares the Mean Opinion Score results between the two scenarios.
The MOS is used to measure subjective quality of a call. On a score of 1 to 5,
quality is said to be unacceptable at 1 while at 5 quality is scored excellent. The

Source: Author.

Figure 3. VoIP jitter evaluation results.

Source: Author.

Figure 4. VoIP end-to-end delay.
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ITU-T provides that VOIP calls in the range 3 to 4 are acceptable.
Based on Figure 5, both MPLS with IPSec and MPLS without IPSec scenarios
have the same Mean Opinion Score below 3.5. This means that both configurations give the same speech quality. The quality therefore can be considered to be
good in both scenarios.

3.2. Video Conferencing Evaluation Criteria
The Video Conferencing was evaluated on the basis of Jitter and End-to-End
delay. The graph below shows that the MPLS with IPSec has lower jitter than the
scenario for MPLS without IPSec.
In Figure 6, it is observed that MPLS with IPSec has a better performance
than in the MPLS without IPSec below 40 milliseconds. It is further observed
that the performance improves on both scenarios as transmission progresses and
falls within acceptable video transmission margins of less than 60 milliseconds.
This can also be attributed to the buffering and video compression activities that
Video requires at the onset of transmission. Therefore, we can conclude that
both scenarios supported Video Conferencing within acceptable margins.
The IPSec based MPLS has shown better performance than the scenario
without IPSec. In the Figure 7, we observe that there is a similar delay pattern
from start up to the 200th minute of simulation. Thereafter, the IPSec based MPLS
performance improves and maintains the trend to the end.

Source: Author.

Figure 5. MOS VoIP evaluation.

Source: Author.

Figure 6. Video conferencing jitter.
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Source: Author.

Figure 7. Video conferencing end to end delay.

4. Conclusions
The conclusions of this research work have been drawn in line with the examined performance evaluation criteria. The results of the study have shown that
even after adding extra packets, the MPLS with IPSec remain within acceptable
operating levels. This was exemplified in the Video Conferencing where jitter
remained within ITU-T acceptable margins below 60 milliseconds although started
with a sharp rise due to call setup effects, it came down to normal margins. In
the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), all the three tests conducted; jitter was
below 0, delay was less than 120 milliseconds and mean opinion score was less
than 3.5 suggesting that voice communication was supported and within acceptable standards when compared in line with the ITU-T standards.
The study results have shown that Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) increases
the size of the data packets by about 9.98%. Subsequently, this also increases jitter and delay in the IPSec based label switched network. It is also true that when
IPSec is added to the MPLS virtual private network, the bandwidth usage tends
to be higher than when IPSec is excluded.
In future, this work could be extended to compare the performance of VPNs
in wireless network and performance in wired network setups. Furthermore, future studies could be skewed to look at video conferencing in detail and consider
video compression activities and balancing of voice and video in a telecommunication network.
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